So reads a contemporary dedication to Louis XIV, and the subject of this hyperbole is easily recognized as the imposing central figure of an embroidery in the Metropolitan Museum. It is a panel fourteen feet high and nine feet wide, worked in tent stitch (petit point) in silk and wool on a ground of silver-gilt thread couched in herringbone and spiral patterns. The colors are vivid and rather dark, red and blue predominating; the gilt has worn off the background, so that instead of a glittering gold it is now a somber silver.
panel, apart from the purely decorative flowers and architectural elements, all show that the piece as a whole represents one of the Four Elements, Air. Here are all the winged creatures of the heavens. The top corners hold birds of paradise, derived eventually, as is shown by their posture and colorlessness, from stuffed specimens, (it was these which, because their legs had been removed, gave birth to the legend that the birds had none and spent their lives on the wing); parrots and macaws are shown in more realistic colors and poses; a hooded falcon and a gerfalcon perch on hunting horns, from which dangle pairs of wings, or lures, used in hawking; lower down are two pheasants, not the modern Chinese variety but the type first brought to Europe; parrots appear again at the bottom of the panel with a peacock, Juno's bird, queening it in the center. Butterflies and dragonflies abound and, of winged creatures, only the ill-omened bat is absent. Airy soap bubbles rise in the breeze, and the central garland alternates flowers with red ostrich feathers. The dangling musical trophies are of wind instruments, the musette, or French bagpipes, transverse flute, oboe, pipes of Pan, and recorders. At the summit two trumpets stand ready to sound forth the praises of the king.
There are three companion pieces to this garlanded signs of the zodiac seen on each: "The Ram, the Bull, the Heavenly Twins, And next the Crab, the Lion shines, The Virgin-" -the rhyme must remain incomplete. Spring is a young girl, Flora evidently, from the flowers with which she is surrounded. Prominent among the gardening tools below her are gushing watering pots, and on a shell above are the royal French arms with a difference (a baston), the coat borne by the legitimized children of Louis XIV, blazoned in French as "De France au baton peri en barre de gueules." A close examination, however, shows that these arms are a later addition, and they are thus evidence only for possible ownership, not for the identity of the girl posing as the young goddess.
In the same way, the main figure of the Summer panel is characterized as Ceres; the predominant colors are red and a golden yellow, and even her attendant birds are those of the corn fields, magpies above and a family of quail at the base, pecking at the grain that falls from the heavy wheat ears. Here the tools are agricultural ones, the scythe and sickle, pitchfork, rake and flail. The sheaf carried by the goddess is studded with poppies and cornflowers, and grasshoppers squat on the rinceaux of the decorative borders.
Neither of these young ladies has as convenient a mark of identification as the Count du Vexin, but it seems very probable that they are two of his full sisters, Mlle de Blois and Mlle de Nantes. The first was born in 1677 and thus was six when her brother was ten; she was declared legitimate in 1681 and married a trueborn royal prince, her cousin the Duke of Orleans, in 1692, becoming thus the ancestress of King Louis Philippe and the present-day pretenders to the throne of France. Portraits of this princess show a likeness to the figure in the Spring panel. Saint-Simon describes her, when grown, as large and majestic, with chestnut hair, proud to a fault, "Fille de France jusque sur sa chaise percee"; her husband's name for her was Mme Lucifer. Mlle de Nantes, on the other hand, was one of the rare people in that catty and cruel court who could be called nice; even Saint-Simon has only good words for her. Montespan, and six of their children (another daughter, born in 1669, had died in 1672, too long before to be remembered; maternal affection was not a marked characteristic of the marquise). Where and when were they made? The first indication is the technique; tent stitch, petit point, "la broderie en tapisserie," was not considered worthy of a professional embroiderer. Gabriel de Saint-Aubin says, in L'Art du Brodeur, 1770, that it was much used in religious communities, "c'est un travail facile." Now there was one religious community with which Mme de Montespan was very closely connected, that of Saint-Joseph-de-la-Providence. This charitable institution trained poor girls between the ages of nine or ten and eighteen to earn their living. The Paris house was established in 1641; in 1645 it had 686 girls, and about 1670 Mme de Montespan adopted it as her favorite charity. In 1681 she was supporting over a hundred girls. She tore down the old buildings and built new and in return was given the privileges of a founder and named the director. As her amorous star fell and Mme de Maintenon's rose, she spent more and more time at the convent, where she had her own room (still to be seen in the present-day Ministry of War, which the building now houses) and by 1691 she was definitely established there.
She was born in 1673 and is thus a year younger than the Count du
Thanks to her, the community became famous for its needlework, and contemporary records contain many references to it. In 1686, for instance, Mme de Montespan gave the dauphin a set of furniture in blue velvet embroidered in gold which she had had made at Saint- 
